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Abstract: Lithium-ion based battery energy storage system has become one of the most popular forms of energy storage 

system for its high charge and discharge efficiency and high energy density. This dissertation proposes a high-efficiency 

grid-tie lithium-ion battery based energy storage system, which consists of a lifepo4 battery based energy storage and 

associated battery management system (BMS), a high-efficiency bidirectional ac-dc converter and the central control unit 

which controls the operation mode and grid interface of the energy storage system. The implemented converter efficiency 

peaks at 97.8% at 50-khz switching frequency for both rectifier and inverter modes. Therefore, the equalization, lifetime 

extension, and capacity flexibility of the battery energy storage sys The proposed BSG-inverter is composed of multiple 

bidirectional buck–boost type dc–dc converters (bbcs) and a dc–ac unfolder. Advantages of the proposed BSG-inverter 

include: single-stage power conversion, low battery and dc-bus voltages, pulsating charging/discharging currents, and 

individual power control for each battery module.tem can be achieved. Based on the developed equations, the power flow 

of the battery system can be controlled without the need of input current sensor. Also, with the interleaved operation 

between bbcs, the current ripple of the output inductor can be reduced too. The computer simulations and hardware 

experimental results are shown to verify the performance of the proposed BSG-inverter. 

 

Key Terms: Battery energy storage system, grid connected inverter. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

DC Distribution framework is one of critical future power frameworks to spare vitality and to lessen CO2 outflow since it can 

enhance the productivity of frameworks because of the decrease of the quantity of intensity change stages. Particularly, the dc 

dissemination framework for a private house utilizing dc home apparatuses can permit the adaptability of consolidating sustainable 

power sources in light of the fact that the vast majority of the yield of sustainable power sources is dc. The general framework setup 

of the executed 380-V dc appropriation framework is appeared in Fig.1.So as to adjust the power stream and to manage the dc-

transport voltage, the dc appropriation framework requires a segregated bidirectional ac– dc converter to interface between dc 

transport and air conditioning lattice. It for the most part comprises of a non-disconnected bidirectional ac– dc rectifier for framework 

associated activity and a confined bidirectional dc– dc converter to interface dc transport and dc connection of the rectifier. 

 The single-stage non-detached bidirectional rectifier ordinarily comprises of a regular full-connect structure. It has two sinusoidal 

heartbeat width tweak (SPWM) techniques, for example, the bipolar and the unipolar exchanging modes. One of the inconveniences 

of the bipolar exchanging mode is the need of an extensive inductor to lessen the information current swell on the grounds that the 

crest to-crest voltage of the inductor is more than double the unipolar exchanging mode. On the off chance that the full-connect 

rectifier works in the unipolar exchanging mode, inductance for a ceaseless current mode (CCM) control factor rectification (PFC) 

task can be decreased. One of full-connect rectifier legs in the unipolar exchanging mode is worked at a line recurrence while the 

other one is adjusted at an exchanging recurrence. Be that as it may, the unipolar exchanging mode rectifier utilizing traditional 

exchanging gadgets including an ordinary enemy of parallel diode causes high invert recuperation current and turn-on exchanging 

clamor. The exchanging and the conduction misfortunes in the bidirectional rectifier are the fundamental driver of diminishing 

influence transformation effectiveness. 

 
Fig.1. Conventional battery energy storage system 
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The stage estimation, supposed stage bolted circle (PLL), is required to control the bidirectional ac– dc rectifier; particularly, the 

stage data of supply voltage is compulsory to produce a current reference. One of the mainstream PLL techniques is synchronous 

reference outline (SRF-PLL) which utilizes a turning reference outline for following a stage edge. In any case, the traditional SRF-

PLL has a frail purpose of recurrence following execution since it utilizes the consistent precise recurrence of a basic segment. It 

can cause a following blunder in the PLL activity when the principal recurrence changes to the diverse estimation of the consistent 

precise recurrence. Various techniques for enhanced PLL have been displayed and presented in the writing. Despite the fact that 

they have great execution against the recurrence twisting, their calculations are muddled to be actualized for different applications. 

Another PLL strategy has been actualized utilizing a basic recurrence locator and trigonometric figurings with no straight stage 

indicator; be that as it may, this technique requires the half cycle information procurement of the central recurrence to distinguish 

the correct line recurrence. In this way, a more basic, quicker, and more instinctive recurrence identification technique ought to be 

redesigned for enhancing the execution of the single-stage bidirectional rectifier. Some disconnected full extension bidirectional dc– 

dc converter topologies have been introduced lately. 

       A lift full scaffold zero-voltage exchanging (ZVS) PWM dc– dc converter was produced for bidirectional high-control 

applications. In any case, it needs additional scorned circuits to stifle the voltage worry of the switches. This converter can enhance 

control transformation productivity utilizing a zero-voltage change highlight; be that as it may, it requires input voltage varieties to 

manage consistent yield voltage since this topology can just accomplish the progression down task. A bidirectional full-connect 

LLC thunderous converter was presented for an UPS framework with no censured circuits. This topology can work under delicate 

exchanging states of essential switches and optional rectifier. What's more, the topology limits voltage worries with no brace 

circuits. Be that as it may, use of this converter indicated distinctive activities between transformer's turn proportion and the 

distinction of thunderous systems. Subsequently, the novel structure guides reasonable for a 380-Vdc dispersion framework ought 

to be actualized. 

 

 

 
Fig.2. Different configurations of the battery energy storage sys-tem. (a) Two-stage configuration. (b) Micro-inverter 

configuration. (c) Cascade-type configuration. [2] 

 
Fig.3. Implemented BSG-inverter for a battery energy storage system. [2] 

 

II. BUCK BOOST CONVERTERS 

IGBT has been produced by joining into it the best characteristics of both BJT and PMOSFET. Subsequently an IGBT has high info 

impedance like a PMOSFET and has low on-state control misfortune as in a BJT. Further, IGBT is free from second breakdown issue 

present in BJT. Every one of these benefits have made IGBT exceptionally famous among power-hardware engineers. IGBT is otherwise 
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called metal oxide protected entryway transistor (MOSIGT), conductively-adjusted field impact transistor (COMFET) or increase balanced 

FET(GEMFET). It was likewise at first called protected door transistor (IGT). The insulated-gate bipolar transistor or IGBT is a three-

terminal power semiconductor device, noted for high efficiency and fast switching. It switches electric power in many modern appliances: 

electric cars, variable speed refrigerators, air-conditioners, and even stereo systems with digital amplifiers. Since it is designed to rapidly 

turn on and off, amplifiers that use it often synthesize complex waveforms with pulse width modulation and low-pass filters. 

The IGBT combines the simple gate-drive characteristics of the MOSFETs with the high-current and low–saturation-voltage capability of 

bipolar transistors by combining an isolated-gate FET for the control input, and a bipolar power transistor as a switch, in a single device. 

The IGBT is used in medium- to high-power applications such as switched-mode power supply, traction motor control and induction 

heating. Large IGBT modules typically consist of many devices in parallel and can have very high current handling capabilities in the 

order of hundreds of amps with blocking voltages of 6,000 V. The IGBT is a genuinely ongoing development. The original gadgets of the 

1980s and mid 1990s were generally moderate in changing, and inclined to disappointment through such modes as hook up and optional 

breakdown. Second-age gadgets were highly enhanced, and the present third-age ones are stunningly better, with speed equaling 

MOSFETs, and amazing toughness and resilience of over burdens [1]. 

III. OPERATION OF BIDIRECTIONAL SINGLE STAGE GRID CONNECTED  INVERTER 

 The significant difficulties exhibited in the equipment structure of the venture were carried out in interfacing the DSP with the 

power hardware. For instance, when estimating the air conditioner voltage, it was not adequate to use a straightforward resistive voltage 

divider since most ADCs are not tolerant of negative voltages. Henceforth, a voltage level moving circuit was required so as to cure this 

issue. A comparable issue happens when estimating current dimensions as basic current detecting resistors are not an ideal decision for 

this application. Another issue that happened with both flow and voltage estimations was the requirement for electrical confinement 

between the power hardware and the computerized framework. The flag stream chart for the general framework. The accompanying areas 

are separated as pursues: Section covers the DSP equipment interface, Section diagrams every single simple estimation while Section takes 

a gander at the advanced interface part of the plan. Note that this segment sees the equipment from an on-paper approach while Section 5 

sees the genuine printed circuit board (PCB) usage of the framework. 

A.  Block diagram and OPERATION: 

 

 
 

Fig.4. Block diagram of BSG Inverter 

 

The circuit diagram of the realized BSG-inverter, which is made out of m sets of scattered buck– bolster type dc– dc converters (BBCs) 

and a dc– cooling unfolder, is showed up in Fig. 4. Each BBC involves two switches, two diodes, and one inductor. It can change over the 

dc current delivered by the battery module into a high repeat throbbing dc current. This high repeat throbbing yield current of the BBCs 

will be changed over into sinusoidal one with utility line repeat by the dc– cooling unfolder of four powerful switches worked at low 

trading repeat and a LC channel. The completed BSG-inverter will adjust to the power headings, which is beginning from the central 

control unit of the BMS, to charge or discharge the battery modules. The power spill out of each battery module is traded to the forced air 

system mains by techniques for single-compose control change. Moreover, the BBCs can be worked with interleaving to reduce the present 

swell of the yield inductor. 
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Fig.5. Circuit diagram of the implemented BSG-inverter [2] 

 

B. DISCHARGING MODE OF OPERATION: 
For battery releasing method of the first BBC set in Fig. 4, the switch Sc 1 is constantly killed and the entryway flag of Sd1 can be created 

by contrasting the amended sinusoidal flag Vsin and the saw-tooth bearer flag Vsin with intermittent current mode (DCM) task as appeared 

in Fig.4. Due to the corrected sinusoidal heartbeat width adjustment (SPWM) control with DCM activity, the waveform of the inductor 

current, iL1 , has an envelope of the redressed air conditioning mains. Amid the half-cycle of the network line, the t otal exchanging 

numbers N can be communicated as pursues,          

𝑁 =
𝑓𝑠

2𝑓
                                                       (1) 

Where fs is the switching frequency and f is the grid frequency. Typical waveforms of the inductor current, iL1 , and output cur-rent, io1 , 

for the DCM operation during the Kth switching cycle are shown in Fig.3. 

 

In Fig. 4 id p 1 [k], dd1 [k], and dd2 [k] are characterized as the pinnacle current, the charging obligation proportion, and the releasing 

obligation proportion of the information inductor L1 of the Kth exchanging period Ts , individually. For the first BBC set, amid the 

charging time of the information inductor L1 , the dynamic switch Sd1 is turned on and the voltage potential over the info inductor L1 is 

equivalent to the battery voltage Vb1 which results in the straightly expanded inductor current. At the point when the turn Sd1 is killed, 

the voltage potential over the info inductor L1 is switched and equivalent to the capacitor voltage Vc f which can be thought to be the 

amended air conditioning mains in view of the dc– air conditioning unfurled because of the DCM activity. 

 

 
                      

Fig.6. Control signal generation and input inductor current waveform of the first BBC in battery charging mode. (a) Control signal 

generation b) Typical input inductor current and output current waveforms of the first BBC during the kth switching cycle. 

 

 

           The inductor current iL1 abatements to zero amid the releasing time of the information inductor L1 . The pinnacle current of the 

info inductor of the kth exchanging cycle can be communicated as,  

 

                                                 𝑖𝑑𝑝1[𝑘] =
𝑉𝑏1

𝐿1
 . 𝑑𝑑1[𝑘]𝑇𝑠 =

𝑉𝑐𝑓[𝑘]

𝐿1
. 𝑑𝑑2[𝑘]                                     (2) 

 

          Where  Vcf [k] is the output capacitor voltage during the kth switching cycle. Due to the DCM SPWM control, (2) can be further 

modified as follows: 

                        𝑖𝑑_𝑝1[𝑘] =
𝑉𝑏1

𝐿1𝑓𝑠
 . 𝐷𝑝1sin (

𝑘𝜋

𝑁
)                                           (3) 
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          Where Dp1  is the maximum duty ratio during the half-cycle of the grid line. To ensure the DCM operation in battery discharging 

mode, Dp1 must follow the following restriction: 

                         𝐷𝑝1 < (
√2𝑉𝑎𝑐

𝑉𝑏1+√2𝑉𝑎𝑐
)                                                           (4) 

         Where Vac is the rms estimation of utility matrix line voltage. It ought to be referenced that the coveted Dp1 can be effortlessly 

acquired by controlling the plentifulness of the amended sinusoidal flag Vsin as appeared in fig. 

         The average output current of the first BBC during the positive half cycle can be derived as, 

                <𝑖𝑜1>=
1

𝑁
∑

𝑖𝑑_𝑝1[𝑘]𝑑𝑑2[𝑘]𝑇𝑠

2

𝑁
𝑘=1           (5) 

           From (2) and (5),the average value of the output impedance of BBC can be derived as, 

                
 <𝑉𝑐𝑓>

<𝑖𝑜1>
=

1

𝑁
∑

2𝐿1𝑉𝑐𝑓
2 [𝑘]

𝑉𝑏1
2 𝑑𝑑1

2 [𝑘]𝑇𝑆
2

𝑁
𝐾=1                                               (6)                         

           In (6), the ratio of Vc f and dd 1 for each kth switching cycle can be approximated as a constant since both of them can be 

approximated as rectified sinusoidal functions. It implies that the BBC has a constant output impedance and can inject power into the ac 

mains with an almost unity power factor. 

         Due to the DCM SPWM control with the current waveforms shown in Fig. 5(b), the average battery discharging power can be 

obtained as follows: 

                𝑃𝑏1=
𝑉𝑏1

2𝑁
∑ 𝑖𝑑_𝑝1[𝑘]𝑑𝑑1[𝑘]𝑁

𝑘=1          (7) 

         Combining (2),(3),(7),the expression of the average battery discharging power becomes, 

       𝑃𝑏1 =
𝑓

𝐿1𝑓𝑠
2 ∑𝑁

𝐾=1 (𝑉𝑏1𝐷𝑝1 sin(
𝑘𝜋

𝑁
)                                            (8)                               

           Equation (8) reveals that the average discharging power is only related to Vb 1 and Dp 1 if other parameters (f, fs , N, and L1 ) are 

carefully designed. In other words, the battery discharging power can be determined without measuring the battery current. By measuring 

the battery voltage Vb 1 to generating appropriate maximum duty ratio Dp 1 of the BBC, it is possible to realize the individual power-

handling capability required for the battery energy storage system. Also, (8) implies that the variation of in-ductance value will affect the 

accuracy of the output power. It is similar to the situation that an imprecise current sensor will lead to an inaccurate output current control. 

Hence, it is necessary to calibrate the power calculation and determine the effective inductor value after the hardware circuit is 

implemented.  

           In the linearly decreased inductor current due to the DCM operation, the inductor current iL1 decreases to zero during the discharging 

period. The peak current of the input inductor of the Kth switching cycle can be expressed as follows: 

          Also, to ensure the DCM operation in battery charging mode, dc1  must follow the following restriction Due to the DCM SPWM 

control with the current waveforms own in Fig. 6(b), the average battery charging power can be obtained as follows: 

 

 

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS 

              The yield current of the executed BSG-Inverter can be very much controlled and PC reproductions appeared in above figures. 

The information inductor current i_L1 has an envelope of corrected sinusoidal waveform and a nearly yield current is created wave frame 

appears in fig.7and fig.9.                                 

 

Fig.7. simulation results of ac main voltage. 

The yield current Iac of the BSG-Inverter has a pinnacle esteem equivalent to 1.5 An in battery releasing mode, where the rms estimation 

of the air conditioner mains voltage v_acis 110 V.the crest estimation of yield current i_ac is turned around and equivalent to 1.5 An in 

battery charging task appears in fig.7and fig.9. 
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Fig.8. simulation results of ac input current. 

 
Fig.9. Simulation results of output voltage. 

(1) Input inductor 𝐿1=𝐿2=180𝜇𝐻 

(2) Battery module rating voltage 𝑉𝑏1=50 V 

(3)  AC mains =110 vrms /60 HZ 

(4) frequency Switching fs=20kHZ 

(5) Output of capacitor Cf=2 𝜇𝐹 

(6) Output of inductor Lf=1.5mh 

 

Fig.10. simulation results of output current. 
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V. Conclusion 

 

Dual-buck converter based single-phase bidirectional ac-dc converter is proposed. The converter exhibits two distinct merits: first, 

there is no shoot-through issue because no active power switches are connected in series in each phase leg; second, the reverse 

recovery dissipation of the power switch is greatly reduced because there is no freewheeling current flowing through the body diode 

of power switches. A new SPWM scheme by using split SPWM as the main scheme and joint SPWM as the supplementary scheme 

for the zero-crossing region is proposed. On one hand, since split SPWM is utilized as the main scheme, conduction and switching 

losses are relatively low. On the other hand, because joint SPWM is employed for the zero-crossing region, the ac current becomes 

continues. The utilization of the magnetic components is improved by employing different coupled inductor structures. One is 

employing one coupled inductor in series with small inductors and the other one is utilizing two coupled inductors in series. Overall, 

the implemented converter efficiency peaks at 97.8% at 50-kHz switching frequency for both rectifier and inverter modes. 
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